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Software Sizing, Estimation, and Risk Management: When Performance is Measured Performance ImprovesAuerbach Publications, 2006
Software Sizing, Estimation, and Risk Management: When Performance is Measured Performance Improves is a practical, hands-on discussion of the software estimation, planning, and control process.  This includes critical factors that impact estimates, methods for selecting and applying appropriate measures to projects, proper software sizing, and...
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Encyclopedia of AlgorithmsSpringer, 2008
The Encyclopedia of Algorithms aims to provide the researchers, students, and practitioners of algorithmic research with a mechanism to efficiently and accurately find the names, definitions, key results, and further readings of important algorithmic problems.

The work covers a wide range of algorithmic areas, and each algorithmic area...
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Pro ADO.NET Data Services: Working with RESTful Data (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2008
Pro ADO.NET Data Services: Working with RESTful Data is aimed at developers interested in taking advantage of the new REST–style data services that ADO.NET Data Services (formerly code–named Astoria) provides. The book shows how to incorporate ADO.NET Data Services into a wide range of common environments including BizTalk,...
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Detecting the Social: Order and Disorder in Post-1970s Detective FictionPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book analyses the ways in which twenty-first century detective fiction provides an understanding of the increasingly complex and often baffling contemporary world ? and what sociology, as a discipline, can learn from it.

	
		Conventional sociological accounts of fiction generally comprehend its value in terms of...
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Itanium Architecture for Programmers: Understanding 64-Bit Processors and EPIC PrinciplesPrentice Hall, 2003
	Step-by-step guide to assembly language for the 64-bit Itanium processors, with extensive examples
	Details of Explicitly Parallel Instruction Computing (EPIC): Instruction set, addressing, register stack engine, predication, I/O, procedure calls, floating-point operations, and more
	Learn how to comprehend...
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Social Media Marketing: An Hour a DaySybex, 2008

	Pick one. Test-drive a few luxury sports cars. A Ferrari, a Lamborghini,
	a Maserati maybe? Or compare the top First Growth Bordeaux from 2005. Maybe an
	Haut-Brion, Latour and Mouton-Rothschild? Alternatively, go play in a social media
	application. Perhaps creating your profile on Facebook or blogging about your passions
	or sharing...
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Macromedia Studio MX BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If you want to develop Web sites that stop traffic on the Internet, this  definitive guide to Macromedia Studio MX is essential. Aided by expert tutorials  from some of the nation’s top Macromedia developers, Web design guru Joyce Evans  gives you an in-depth course in each application—Freehand MX, Flash MX,  Dreamweaver MX,...
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